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Part I: Rules with Compliance Built In

Some environmental regulations achieve widespread and consistent compliance. Most don’t. As I explained in the introduction to this series of articles on Next Generation Compliance, the principal explanation for the difference isn’t enforcement after the fact. Noncompliance can be common in industries that have received significant enforcement attention and rare even when there have been almost no cases brought against violators. It isn’t because some companies have a stronger compliance culture; companies that comply with one rule sometimes ignore another.

The biggest reason for widespread compliance is the structure of the rule. Does the rule make compliance the path of least resistance? Is it designed to make compliance the default? If yes, compliance can be the norm, even with little enforcement effort. If no, violations will be rampant, no matter what enforcement may do.

Enforcement serves an essential role in holding violators accountable. A compliance program can’t succeed without it. But a handful of enforcers will never be able to ensure general compliance at millions of facilities. We will only be able to protect the public from serious harms if we write environmental rules with compliance built in.

What rule structures succeed in making compliance the default? What design flaws lead to pervasive violations? The best way to understand what strategies succeed is to learn from our existing rules. Some have worked remarkably well. Most have not. Serious violations are widespread and too often we have no idea what the compliance picture is. In Part 1, I explore four programs that functioned well because they were built to work in the real world, with all its complexity and messiness. I also examine four programs that were compliance failures; they contain design mistakes that resulted in all-too-predictable serious violations.

Every rule is different. There is no one answer for every compliance design challenge. The rules that succeed build in strategies that take the world as it is. The rules that fail rely on hoping for the best. A close examination of these examples shows how rule design makes all the difference.

Programs with strong compliance outcomes: four examples

Some rules achieve amazingly good levels of compliance. Why? The regulations that work blocked the exits and smoothed the path toward compliance. Sometimes the solution is simple and elegant. But most successful rules build a unified whole using an array of structural provisions. This section describes four rules that achieved impressive compliance outcomes.
1. AIR POLLUTION: ACID RAIN PROGRAM

EPA set up the Acid Rain Program in 1995 in response to Congress’ direction to do something about the acidic rain that was devastating forests and fresh water in many parts of the country. The principal culprit was sulfur dioxide (SO₂) emissions from coal-fired electric utilities. Those emissions traveled long distances through the air and caused serious damage when they ultimately landed on forests, rivers, and lakes. How best to cut those emissions?

“The Acid Rain Program was a textbook example of thoughtful and effective program design.”

As I described in the introduction to this series, the Acid Rain Program was a textbook example of thoughtful and effective program design. The basic elements of that design were established in the legislation creating the program, showing that Congress knows how to build compliance into laws when it wants to. The Acid Rain Program set a cap on the amount of SO₂ that could be emitted by all of the coal-fired utilities collectively and issued allowances: one allowance per ton of allowable emissions. Utilities could buy and sell allowances. Hence the name: cap and trade. The compliance determination was straightforward: do you have an allowance for every ton of emissions? The pollution reduction goals were achieved on time, and at lower cost than many had predicted. And compliance was reported at over 99% with very little enforcement required. How did they do it?

The beauty of the Acid Rain Program design wasn’t any one thing by itself, it was how the pieces worked together. Omit any one of these features, and EPA might have had a very different result. The excellent summary by John Schackenbach describes the elements of the program.¹

Continuous Emissions Monitoring Systems (CEMS) for SO₂ were the central feature of the program. The CEMS continuously measured the amount of SO₂ being emitted. Companies were required to monitor, and report, SO₂ emissions using the CEMS data. With well-functioning CEMS the utilities and the government would know exactly how much SO₂ was emitted from each utility every quarter, allowing companies and government to track progress and plan ahead. Reliable and accurate data were also the foundation of the market for allowances: everyone knew that one allowance from any company actually equaled a ton of emissions, and everyone had the same data. Companies could trade with confidence and government could know that its pollution reduction goals would be achieved.

How could EPA ensure that the CEMS were functioning well? Here’s where an inspired but under-appreciated detail was key: when the monitoring equipment was not working properly, the utility was

required to report emissions using very conservative assumptions. If CEMS weren’t operating reliably the company had to assume emissions that were most likely much higher than its actual emissions.\textsuperscript{2} Assumed higher emissions increased the costs of CEMS errors and down time because they required more money to be spent buying allowances. These substitute data requirements provided a powerful incentive for utilities to assure that their CEMS were operating and operating properly.

EPA set up a centralized electronic reporting system to receive quarterly reports. Standardized electronic reporting streamlined recordkeeping and allowed EPA to track performance before the end of year reconciliation. The standardized e-reporting included a data-checking system that flagged inconsistencies and inadvertent omissions, spotting problems before they turned into violations. Much like you can’t submit an online order if you leave out your address or credit card information, automated checking for obvious problems reduces errors and improves accuracy. And EPA performed its own electronic audits on the data, comparing companies to each other and checking company data against external information to verify accuracy. Having the data submitted electronically allowed EPA to conduct these audits efficiently from Washington without doing field visits.

At the end of the year, utilities had to “true up,” by proving they had purchased enough allowances to equal their emissions. How did EPA avoid the situation we see too often today: sources waiting to be caught and only then doing what’s required? Two key provisions helped: 1) Simplicity: did the number in Column A (verified emissions) match the number in Column B (allowances)? Yes or no? Violations were hard to miss. 2) Automatic penalties for companies that didn’t have enough allowances to cover their emissions and a reduction in emissions cap the following year. These penalties were deliberately higher than the cost of buying an allowance. Why wait and pay more? It was cheaper to comply. Automatic penalties had the additional advantage of reducing the time to bring and resolve enforcement actions.

These features combined to create one of the most effective and efficient pollution reduction programs in EPA’s history. All of the design elements were combined into one elegant program that achieved its goals early, at lower cost, and with compliance rates than most programs can only dream of. It is especially worth noting that while the overall compliance structure embraced simplicity (1 allowance = 1 ton), the underlying technology is complex, which is reflected in the hundreds of pages of EPA guidance on monitoring and reporting.\textsuperscript{3} Simplicity of rule design can be entirely consistent with technical complexity.

There are a few caveats that should make us wary of using the Acid Rain Program as an all-purpose model

---

\textsuperscript{2} The more data that was missing or that failed quality assurance tests, the more the substitute data provisions required overestimating actual emissions. McAllister, \textit{supra note 1}, at 6; see also Missing Data Substitution Procedures, 40 CFR Part 75, Subpart D - Missing Data Substitution Procedures, §§ 75.30 - 75.37.

\textsuperscript{3} McAllister, \textit{supra note 1}, at 5; see also \textit{Clean Air Markets - ECMPS Reporting Instructions}, EPA \texttt{CLEAN AIR MARKETS DIVISION}, \url{https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/clean-air-markets-ecmps-reporting-instructions} (last visited Dec. 9, 2019).
and remind us that each program has to be designed to the circumstances of the problem it is addressing. Although the key success of the Acid Rain Program is that it achieved its pollution reduction goals, it is often cited as evidence that markets can get reductions at a much lower cost. The first caveat is that while the market strategy for acid rain had lower costs than projected, much of the reduced cost was likely the result of reduced prices for low sulfur coal as a result of rail deregulation.\(^4\) While markets in the right circumstances do hold promise for improved efficiency, that wasn’t the only, or maybe even the main, reason for reduced costs in this case.

Second, the sources being regulated were sophisticated and homogenous. That made use of CEMS and standardized electronic reporting much easier. When oil- and gas-fired units were added to the program, alternative methods for calculating emissions were necessary.\(^5\)

Third, California had a worse experience with a very similar cap and trade program, the Regional Clean Air Incentives Market (RECLAIM).\(^6\) Like the Acid Rain Program, RECLAIM made use of CEMS and electronic reporting as well as tough substitute data provisions to inspire accurate reporting. However, RECLAIM experienced technical malfunctions with monitoring equipment and electronic reporting early on. In addition, RECLAIM struggled with the fact that its regulated sources were not homogenous, which prevented the state from establishing a uniform emissions calculation tool. These difficulties resulted in a state decision to verify emissions through a time consuming and costly field inspection and audit of each facility each year. Adding to the administrative burden, the state did not have automatic penalties like those in the Acid Rain Program. Therefore, not only did the state do detailed facility specific audits, it had to pursue time-intensive enforcement actions to address the violations found. The most common violations were late or missing emissions reports, followed by emissions exceeding allowances.\(^7\) These delays not only put a large administrative burden on government, they led to uncertainty in the market as audits and adjudications stretched well into the next compliance period. The California electricity crisis in 2000 and 2001 exacerbated these problems.

The experience of Congress and EPA with the Acid Rain Program shows that it is possible to hit a home run in rule design by thoughtfully combining elements tailored to the specific circumstances of the sector(s) being regulated. But the comparison to California RECLAIM confirms that solutions that work in one program are not necessarily completely transferable: variation in the types of sources being regulated can make the job much harder. The entire program must be structured to be self-executing; leaving out just one element that results in significant

---


5 See McAllister, supra note 1, at 5–6 (noting that over 95% of the emissions were at sources using CEMS).

6 This discussion draws from McAllister, supra note 1.

7 \textit{Id.}, at 19-20.
need for continuous government intervention has the potential to derail program effectiveness. It also helps when unexpected events break in your favor, rather than the other way around.

It is worth noting that markets don’t spring from the earth fully formed. They are created by tough, prescriptive regulations that dictate outcomes and direct how and when they must be achieved. Like the Acid Rain Program. The market for SO₂ allowances was intended to reduce the costs of the rule. That’s a worthy goal, but it isn’t what cut emissions. Credit for that remarkable achievement goes to the mandatory use of continuous emissions monitoring, tough substitute data requirements, obligatory electronic reporting, automatic penalties, and the other directives in the Acid Rain Program rule. These are all classic regulatory mandates. Markets are created by and built on the foundation of regulatory command and control, as the Acid Rain Program so powerfully demonstrates. Market strategies require the same hard work and careful Next Gen structure that all rules need.⁸

2. WATER POLLUTION: SECONDARY TREATMENT FOR SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANTS

In the years before the Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972,⁹ Congress called upon the states to confront the problem of water pollution. Excessive loading of organic matter, nutrients, sediment, and pathogens into the nation’s rivers and streams was leading to widespread low dissolved oxygen, fish kills, and bacterial contamination.¹⁰ One of the chief culprits was the large and growing discharge of sewage from municipally owned sewage treatment plants, commonly called publicly-owned treatment plants or POTWs.¹¹ In 1968 many sewage treatment plants had only primary treatment, in which some of the solids were removed.¹² Pollutant loads were large and increasing. Congress expected states to set water quality standards and to go after the facilities impairing water quality.

It didn’t work. States proved unable or unwilling to step to the plate. Acknowledging that the states-first approach “has been inadequate in every vital aspect,”¹³ in October 1972 Congress opted instead for something much more directive and centrally controlled: every sewage treatment plant would be

---

⁸ Getting markets right is why EPA has benefitted from having a division that specializes in markets: the Clean Air Markets Division in the Office of Air and Radiation. They are responsible for the Acid Rain Program and the Cross State Air Pollution Rule (CASPR) and two other prior air market rules: The NOx Budget Trading Program and the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR). See Eight Things to Know: Program Highlights, EPA, https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/eight-things-know-program-highlights (last visited Dec. 9, 2019).

⁹ Amendments to the federal water pollution law were later called the Clean Water Act, and that is the term used elsewhere in this series to reference the federal law governing water pollution.


¹¹ Andreen, supra note 10, at 25.


required to install secondary treatment,\textsuperscript{14} and more stringent limits would be imposed on sewage plants where necessary to achieve local water quality standards.

Every POTW was required to have a permit and this mandate was underscored by making any discharge without a permit unlawful. Every permit would specify the pollution limits applicable to that particular plant.\textsuperscript{15} And every POTW had to regularly monitor its own wastewater and submit that data to the government. Congress also set aside funding to help POTWs achieve the standards.

\begin{quote}
“The rule set unambiguous standards that applied to every plant, making it crystal clear what the rules of the road were.”
\end{quote}

So how did it go? With impressive alacrity, EPA finalized secondary treatment standards on August 17, 1973, a short 10 months after the law was enacted.\textsuperscript{16} Who says agencies can’t move fast? The nation now had a federally-mandated and federally-enforceable one two punch: every sewage plant had to meet the minimum technology standards plus more stringent limits where necessary to address local water quality problems.

A little over 20 years later, 99\% of the nation’s 16,024 POTWs met the requirement for secondary treatment.\textsuperscript{17} Discharges of organic pollution were cut by 45\%, even though the volume of sewage treated increased by 35\%.\textsuperscript{18} And water quality improved as a result of this big reduction in loading: 69\% of the river reaches saw improvements in dissolved oxygen.\textsuperscript{19} What were the keys to success?

The first was clear, uniform, technology-based performance standards. The rule set unambiguous standards that applied to every plant, making it crystal clear what the rules of the road were. Years of attempts to start with water quality and work back to individual limits on dischargers were a failure.\textsuperscript{20} Starting with ambient conditions seems logical, and economists praise its economic efficiency. But it didn’t work. Why not? Determining the impact of individual sources on water quality is technically complex, subject to endless site by site debate and litigation. And it requires both professional expertise and political backbone at all levels of government. The reality is that pressure on publicly-owned sewage

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item S. 2770, 92nd Cong. § 301(b)(1)(B) (1972) (enacted). The pollution limits for secondary treatment were to be defined in regulation by EPA. See Andreen, supra note 10, at 25–26.
\item The name given these permits reflected the ambitions of the Clean Water Act: they are called National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System or “NPDES” permits.
\item 38 Fed. Reg. 22298 (August 17, 1973)
\item Id. at ES-5, 2-43 (regarding loading of carbonaceous biochemical oxygen demand (CBOD5)). During the same period industrial BOD pollution, also subject to federally enforceable technology-based standards, fell 40\%. Andreen, supra note 10, at 28.
\item EPA, \textit{Progress in Water Quality}, supra note 10, at ES-10; Andreen, supra note 10, at 26-29.
\item Andreen, supra note 10, at 25.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
plants to upgrade performance translates directly into increased rates for the local community. That puts huge political pressure on the state and local decision makers. Experience shows that many local and state governments can't find a way to get around politicians who strenuously object. Uniform national standards bypassed much of that debate.21

The marriage of uniform performance standards as the floor with more stringent standards when necessary to protect local water quality allowed the best of both worlds. Strong state programs could make a big difference in how well their waters were protected. But whether or not the state had a strong program, its waters and people would be defended by the minimum secondary treatment standards.

Federally-enforceable limits gave the local and state governments a reason to insist on compliance. All the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit limits were federally enforceable, including any more stringent state water quality limits.22 EPA is usually less subject to the “small p” political pressures that loom large at the local level, so was more likely to follow through with suits to require action.23 Federal enforceability is essential to the national effectiveness of water pollution controls. The value of federal enforceability isn’t just the cases that it allows EPA to bring, it is the knowledge by states and POTWs that EPA could bring such cases. Defiance at the state or local level is therefore unlikely to succeed. Federal enforceability also strengthens the state’s hand with the permitted facilities because there is no way around having to meet the standards. We are so used to federal enforceability as a fundamental component of federal environmental laws that we can overlook its structural value.

Compliance also benefitted from clear permits, self-monitoring, and uniform reporting. The law said that any discharge without a permit was a violation. Therefore, every POTW had to apply for a permit. That permit set out in very clear terms what performance limits applied to that individual facility. Under EPA’s regulations every POTW had to sample its own discharge and report on that to government under penalty of perjury.24 Determining who was violating was a very simple matter of comparing the reported discharge to the permitted amount. If the facility was over the limit, it was in violation. This structure established under the Clean Water Act is often

---

21 Not surprisingly, there were amendments, exceptions and modifications eventually built into the statute and the rules, in response to the problems that emerged after the law was initially passed. See EPA, PROGRESS IN WATER QUALITY, supra note 10, at 2-20 to 2-25. These changes did insert greater complexity into the rules, but the fundamental structure was not changed: POTWs had individual permits with definite limits and facilities had to monitor and report hard numbers that unambiguously showed whether they were in violation.

22 The permits are concurrently enforceable by EPA and by the state that issued the NPDES permit. State enforcement is always important, and even more so when the federal government’s enforcement efforts falter. Andreen, supra note 10, at 26.

23 That’s why a large portion of the enforcement actions to require big cities to stop discharging raw sewage and contaminated stormwater – a problem that came to the fore after secondary treatment was achieved – have been brought by EPA. Note that the Clean Water Act requires that states participate in federal enforcement cases against municipalities, so states are always a party to the EPA action once initiated. 33 U.S.C. §1319(e). Usually states elect to join as a co-plaintiff, but if they don’t EPA must join them as a defendant.

cited as a model of pollution regulation because it establishes both the limit and the monitoring sufficient to determine if the limit is exceeded and requires the facility to self-identify its discharges as in violation.25 This clarity and definitiveness make violations much easier to identify and harder to evade, putting increased pressure on sources to comply.

In addition, it helped that Congress provided funding to support the upgrade of POTWs. Between 1970 and 1995 about $61 billion in federal funds were distributed to facilities or to state funding programs to help POTWs install the pollution controls necessary to meet the standards.26 Achieving pollution reductions from publicly owned facilities can be challenging. Public entities are often boxed in by local laws and approving bodies that make it hard to obtain approval for necessary upgrades. They have less freedom to make investment decisions than do private firms, and they have fewer pathways for obtaining funding and recovering the costs of pollution upgrades. Making public money available therefore smoothed the way for sewage plant upgrades, although the time needed to set up programs and infrastructure for distributing funds meant that the expenditures didn’t happen quickly.

Sewage treatment plants upgraded their facilities, pollution was significantly reduced, and water quality improved as a result of Congress’ vision back in 1972 and the strong implementing regulations EPA adopted. The program was intended to cut pollution discharged directly from sewage treatment plants, and it did that very effectively.27 What it didn’t do was address the pollution that never got to the treatment plant. Raw sewage that is diverted from the treatment plant and discharged without any treatment causes serious pollution and health problems. Contaminated stormwater that runs off city streets and pollutes local waterways with sediments and toxics continues to be a significant challenge. The structural provisions that worked well for end-of-pipe treatment plant discharges weren’t designed for these more dispersed stormwater-related discharges.28 And so EPA has had to resort to slogging it out with cities one at a time through enforcement cases to attempt to get those additional pollution reductions.29

25 Noting the success of the Clean Water Act’s permitting, monitoring and reporting structure, Congress attempted to establish a similar structure for the Clean Air Act in the Title V permits required by the CAA amendments of 1990. That effort has been hemmed in by the courts and by administrations that don’t support tighter monitoring so has not achieved the goals that were originally envisioned. See Adam Babich, The Unfulfilled Promise of Effective Air Quality and Emissions Monitoring, 30 Geo. Envtl. L. Rev. 569, 590-596 (2018).

26 Andreen, supra note 10, at 28. State and local governments invested in capital improvements of approximately the same magnitude. Andreen, supra note 24, at 552.

27 See Andreen, supra note 10, at 29; Andreen, supra note 24, at 546. Nevertheless, there are still many significant violations. Compliance is never “done.” Next Gen strategies in rules can help address these issues. And enforcement continues to be an important tool for solving some of the intractable problems.


29 Just about every large city (population of over 50,000 or with more than 10 million gallons a day wastewater discharge) with combined sewers (stormwater and sewage water gathered in the same pipes) was eventually the subject of an enforcement case to fix the public health problem of stormwater discharges of raw sewage into the nation’s waters. EPA and states have taken actions at 97 percent of large combined sewer systems, 92 percent of large sanitary sewer systems and 79 percent of Phase 1 municipal separate stormwater systems. See
The experience with secondary treatment shows the value of directive one-size-fits-all approaches in some circumstances. The nuanced, flexible, local control strategy beloved by economists didn’t work here. Congress recognized that a more forceful response was needed to address this urgent public health problem. So, Congress said to sewage treatment plants: you will achieve at least this minimum level of control. Period, full stop. That unambiguous directive was what was needed to overcome the huge political and practical barriers to better water quality. Inefficient? Yes. Effective? Absolutely.

3. CHEMICALS: PARAQUAT

Sometimes the simple answer is the best. Paraquat dichloride – commonly called paraquat – is one of the most widely used herbicides in the US for the control of weeds and as a defoliant in many agricultural settings. It is also extremely dangerous to people. For this reason, all paraquat products registered for use in the US are Restricted Use Pesticides (RUPs), which can only be used by certified applicators.

Since 2000, there have been 17 deaths – three involving children – caused by accidental ingestion of paraquat. These deaths resulted from the pesticide being illegally transferred to beverage containers and later mistaken for a drink and consumed. A single sip can be fatal.

“Sometimes the simple answer is the best.”

In one tragic example, an 8-year-old boy drank paraquat that had been put in a Dr. Pepper bottle, which he found on a windowsill in the garage. He died in the hospital 16 days later. His older brother had used the product on weeds around the house and put it in the bottle in the garage. The older brother obtained the product from a family friend who was a certified RUP applicator.

EPA’s solution was very simple: require a redesign of the packaging, so that these tragic mistakes could no longer happen. The 2016 EPA decision required new closed-system packaging that would prevent transfer or removal of the pesticide except directly into proper application equipment. No more pouring it into beverage containers because that literally will be impossible.

The regulatory requirement isn’t complicated or long. Here’s the whole provision on packaging:

EPA is requiring that all paraquat non-bulk (less

---


32 EPA Takes Action, supra note 30.

than 120 gallon) end use product containers comply with EPA-approved closed-system standards. The closed-system packaging for paraquat products must be engineered so that paraquat can only be removed from the container using closed-system technology meeting the following EPA-approved standards:

- The closed system must connect to the container in a way that the closed system is the only feasible way to remove paraquat from the container without destroying the container; therefore, a screw cap for the pourable closure on a typical pesticide container is not sufficient; and

- The closed system must remove the paraquat from its original container and transfer the paraquat to the application equipment through connecting hoses, pipes and couplings that are sufficiently tight to prevent exposure of the mixer or loader to the paraquat (except for the negligible escape associated with normal operation of the system).

- All paraquat closed-system packaging must be approved by EPA.34

That’s it. Short. To the point. Don’t rely on good judgment or attention to warnings to solve a persistent human health threat. EPA already knew that wasn’t working. Just make it impossible.

4. REPORTING: GREENHOUSE GAS REPORTING PROGRAM (GHGRP)

The GHGRP collects annual greenhouse gas information from the top emitting sectors of the US economy such as power plants, oil and gas facilities, refineries, chemical manufacturers, and others – about 8,000 facilities in total.35 This is a reporting rule only; it requires companies to report their emissions, but doesn’t set any emission limits.

To achieve its impressive 98% compliance rate, the GHGRP uses many Next Gen strategies. EPA provides a handy online tool for sources to determine if they are required to report.36 Reporting must be done electronically using a common template, making reporting fast and the information immediately available. EPA makes the most of e-reporting technology to screen electronic reports before they are submitted; reports that are incomplete or contain obvious errors are not accepted.37 Companies must

34 EPA, PArAQUAt DICHLORiDe HUMAN HEALTH MITIgAtION DECISION, at 8 (Dec. 14, 2016), https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=EPA-HQ-OPP-2011-0855-0112. Another useful feature of the decision is a requirement that paraquat products intended for handheld and backpack equipment (which also have to meet the closed system packaging requirements) should contain an indicator dye to aid in early detection of paraquat leaks and spills. Id.


certify their submission as true, accurate, and complete when submitted. EPA then checks the filed report against other data and notes possible inaccuracies for discussion with the company.38

That’s not all. EPA puts considerable effort into finding all of the facilities that are required to submit reports. It doesn’t just wait for the facilities to self-identify. EPA contacts facilities that seem like they should be reporting but aren’t. Just in case any facility thought it might avoid detection or let an error slide, EPA announces to the world which facilities – by name and address – aren’t complying: either they didn’t meet the verification requirements (orange flag) or stopped reporting without a valid reason (red flag). All of that information is public, very easily searchable, and available on EPA’s website.39 Anyone can check to find out if any companies near them have orange or red flags. That’s the beauty of transparency strategies; the pain of violations being listed for the world to see inspires many companies to conclude that it is less trouble just to comply.

This combination of Next Gen strategies sets the gold standard for reporting programs. Over the last six years (the years for which violations data is available on the web) this program averaged a noncompliance rate of only 2%.40

Programs with pervasive violations: four examples

Rules that have widespread violations provide an opportunity to learn what we did wrong. Seeing how the rules failed to achieve broad compliance can be illuminating, especially when it reveals the flaws of strategies that are still widely used.

Let’s take an in-depth look at four rules that didn’t get it right, leading to avoidable deaths, significant health issues, and a failure to know what the health impacts really are. The three examples of clean air and drinking water rules are still in effect in the US today, but a South Korean ferry accident provides the first example. While this doesn’t involve an environmental issue and it isn’t in the US, it helps to illustrate how rules can create the opportunity for criminal violations that cause serious harm. Analyzing a situation not in our backyard also makes it easier to see the regulatory flaws that our emotions might obscure in an example closer to home.

38 See EPA, GREENHOUSE GAS REPORTING PROGRAM: REPORT VERIFICATION, https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-07/documents/ghgrp_verification_factsheet.pdf. EPA verifies annual reports using a combination of electronic checks and manual reviews to identify potential errors. EPA notifies reporters of a potential error and allows them up to 75 days to address it, either by fixing the error and resubmitting their annual report or by providing an acceptable explanation. An annual report has met EPA’s verification requirements when it appears not to contain any potential errors based on EPA’s checks and review and/or the reporter has provided an acceptable explanation for any potential errors. A facility is given an orange symbol when it has not met EPA’s verification requirements. See Q802. Which facilities are given an orange facility symbol in FLIGHT?, EPA, https://ccdsupport.com/confluence/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=243139281 (last visited Dec. 9, 2019, 11:15).


40 Most years the noncompliance rate is lower than 2%. The six-year average only rises to 2% as a result of the poor compliance record of the petroleum and natural gas sector in 2018. See Facility Level Information on GreenHouse gases Tool (FLIGHT), EPA https://ghgdata.epa.gov/ghgp/main.do (last visited Dec. 9, 2019). Percentage noncompliance is calculated by comparing the number of violators (red or orange flags) with the total number of reporting facilities.
1. CRIMES: SINKING OF THE SEWOL FERRY

In 2014 the South Korean Sewol Ferry sank, and more than three hundred people died. The investigations that followed revealed that the ferry was carrying too much cargo on the day of its demise, and that an overly sharp turn caused the top-heavy vessel to list. The overloaded cargo then shifted, sinking the ship. Investigators also discovered bribery, falsified documents, lax inspectors, and an insufficient emergency response capability. The disaster led to a huge public outcry. There were criminal convictions and ultimately it contributed to the fall of the national government.

The Sewol Ferry routinely exceeded the amount of cargo it was permitted to carry. On the day it sank, it was carrying over twice the allowed cargo weight. While the public uproar focused on demands for tougher enforcement, less attention was given to the regulatory structure that had failed to prevent this horrific accident.

A key fact, only mentioned in a small number of stories, was that the company running the ferry could not make money if it stayed within the cargo limit. The load that was safe was economically impossible to sustain. News reports and official investigations highlighted the fact that the company made almost $3 million from illegal cargo, citing this as evidence of the company putting profits over safety. Far less noticed was that the Sewol Ferry was operating at a loss of about $750,000 in the year preceding the accident. Coastal ferries in South Korea are small and the profit margins thin. Statements from other ferry owners suggest that it was commonplace for ferries to exceed cargo weight limits. In fact, two other overloaded ferries previously sank in South Korea, resulting in the deaths of over 600 people.

Certainly, people and companies are responsible for their own criminal behavior and it is appropriate to bring criminal charges when criminal conduct results in entirely preventable loss of life. Punishment is important, and it also deters others from violating, but government should design programs that make such criminal behavior far less likely and easier to spot before it harms people. It is predictable, even certain, that some companies will violate safety standards if complying makes it impossible for them to break even financially. This is a no-brainer. When you position a government rule in opposition to a company’s survival, you create the circumstances for the unscrupulous to violate. This is not to say that government shouldn’t impose rules to protect

---

41 Jung-yoon Choi, South Korea Ferry was Routinely Overloaded, USA TODAY (May 4, 2014), https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2014/05/04/south-korea-ferry-was-routinely-overloaded/8686733/.


the public that interfere with profit-making. That’s a central role of government – advancing the public interest over private gain. But when government decides to take that kind of action, it has to acknowledge that violations will be rampant, and that government must create regulatory structures to prevent violations and catch violators. On this score, the regulatory design for ferry safety in South Korea was a monumental failure. The entities policing compliance had built in conflicts of interest, the limits on cargo weight were known only by the standard setting arm of government, not the compliance arm, and the compliance system was both weak and laughably easy to evade. Here are just a few of the key flaws in the regulatory structure:

- In an effort to allow more passengers, the vessel made modifications that increased the weight and raised the center of gravity of the ship. In response, the government entity responsible for the safety review cut the approved cargo by half and increased ballast requirements by the same amount. Experts said later that the ship never should have been cleared to make modifications and operate under these conditions because it could not make money with the drastically reduced cargo load limits.

- Having approved the operation of the revamped Sewol, albeit with tighter operating restrictions, the regulatory structure then completely collapsed by not requiring the operating restrictions to be communicated to the entity responsible for policing the limits. It was therefore easy for the Sewol owners to lie with impunity about its cargo limits and impossible for inspectors to discover there was a violation.

- The organization responsible for assuring compliance was an industry group funded by the marine companies -- a built-in conflict of interest. Any regulatory structure that puts enforcement in the hands of the regulated should expect widespread violations.

- The incentives created by the method used to check compliance made the safety problem worse. The changes made to the Sewol vessel resulted in a reduction in allowable cargo weight but also required additional ballast to increase the stability of the ship. However, the inspectors “checking” for overloading only looked to see if the vessel was riding low in the water. Cheaters who added illegal cargo could evade detection by decreasing ballast, an outcome that was entirely predictable and exactly what happened in the case of the Sewol. In this way, feeble safety compliance checks made the safety problem worse.

---


48 Jung-yoon Choi, *South Korea Ferry was Routinely Overloaded*, USA Today (May 4, 2014), https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2014/05/04/south-korea-ferry-was-routinely-overloaded/8686733/.

49 Id.

When catastrophes like the Sewol ferry sinking occur, and it turns out that multiple violations contributed to the disaster, it is common to hear calls for tougher enforcement. The same thing happens when environmental disasters occur in the US. That’s fine as far as it goes. But what we should learn from this and other calamities is that a failure in regulatory design not only created the opportunity for violations, but virtually ensured they would happen.

“It is not enough to set a regulatory standard, expect compliance, and prosecute criminal violations.”

It is not enough to set a regulatory standard, expect compliance, and prosecute criminal violations. In high stakes settings where lives are on the line, government cannot ignore the pressures that firms subject to regulations will face. When violations are likely all it takes is a confluence of unfortunate circumstances to result in catastrophe. We see the same thing in criminal violations of US environmental laws. Government’s obligation is to design stronger countervailing pressures so that the public interest will prevail. The more pressure on the regulated, the stronger and more robust the regulatory design has to be.

It isn’t unusual to hear people say, after one of these disasters involving criminal conduct, well they were bad guys, what can you do? No. We can do a lot. We know there will always be unscrupulous people and companies that will break the rules. It’s on government to design rules that block the bad guys so that the worst outcomes don’t occur.

2. DRINKING WATER: PATHOGENS

Americans care about access to clean drinking water. Public opinion polling finds that over 87% of the public thinks clean drinking water is very important to their daily life, ranking even higher than clean air. Pollution of drinking water is regularly at the top of people’s environmental concerns.

Although drinking water in the US is among the safest in the world, it is not as clean as government pronouncements would have the public believe. The rules designed to keep our drinking water safe have serious compliance design flaws, which have resulted in many more violations than are officially claimed. EPA regularly asserts that fewer than 10% of public water suppliers violated one or more drinking water health-based standards each year. Ten percent with


52 See NESTLE WATERS, PERSPECTIVES ON AMERICA’S WATER (June 2017), https://www.nestle-watersna.com/content/documents/pdfs/perspectives_on_americas_water-june2017.pdf.


such serious violations is too many. Unfortunately, it’s also incorrect; this section explains that the actual number of health-based violators is substantially higher, although flaws in the regulations make it impossible to know the real number.

One vivid illustration of the problem is the rule to protect us from pathogens: the bacteria or viruses that can cause disease and illness. Pathogens can and do contaminate drinking water. Bacteria can be in the source water – the surface or ground water that the system uses as its water supply – or can be introduced in the pipes that convey the drinking water to the consumer. Millions of people in the US are sickened every year from pathogens in their drinking water.

A number of rules adopted under the authority of the Safe Drinking Water Act require drinking water systems to control pathogens. The rules require both treatment of the water before it leaves the drinking water facility and monitoring throughout the distribution system to ensure that the treatment is working to keep the water safe. While those rules have helped, pathogens in drinking water still contribute significantly to illness in the US – a 2006 EPA report estimated that pathogens in drinking water from community water systems in the US cause 16.4 million cases of acute gastrointestinal illness a year.55

“The rules designed to keep our drinking water safe have serious compliance design flaws, which have resulted in many more violations than are officially claimed.”

The principal regulation controlling bacteria in drinking water is the Total Coliform Rule (TCR), finalized in 1989. That rule set standards for total coliform, an indicator that more dangerous kinds of bacteria might be present.56 And it required sampling of water throughout the distribution system to make sure the water met the standard.

Total coliform has been by far the single biggest cause of reported drinking water violations by community systems.57 More than 300 million Americans – roughly 94% of the US population – violations.


56 Total coliform isn’t itself proof that dangerous bacteria are in the water; it only suggests that a problem may exist. Under TCR if a sample tested positive for total coliform, it had to be retested for evidence of fecal coliform or e coli. If those more dangerous bacteria were found, that was an “acute” TCR violation. The TCR violation that is discussed in this section is the monthly average total coliform limit, the so-called “chronic” TCR violation.

57 Maura Allaire et al., National Trends in Drinking Water Quality Violations, 115 PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES NO. 9, 2078–2083 (2018). Of all the reported violations of health-based standards by community water systems for the period 1997 to 2003, 37% were violations of TCR. Id. at 2079.
received at least some of their drinking water from a community water system in 2017.58 In 2007, the first year of EPA's Report on the Environment, EPA said that 10.6 million people were served by community systems that self-reported a violation of the TCR’s health based standards.59 Between 1993 and 2003, there was an annual average of almost 10,000 TCR self-reported health-based violations a year.60 Those numbers are high, but the actual levels of noncompliance were far worse. The evidence described in this section shows that violations were significantly under-reported. Why?

The first reason is that the structure of the monitoring requirements allowed drinking water systems to avoid violations. For larger systems, violations of TCR were based on the percentage of samples exceeding the percentage threshold.61 So if a system were in danger of exceeding the percentage threshold, one option was to take more than the required number of samples and thus bring the percentage exceeding the standard to below violation levels. This strategy is called “sampling out.”62 A study of community drinking water systems in one state found very strong evidence that systems were sampling out to avoid triggering a TCR violation.63 The researcher estimated that as a result, almost one-third of what otherwise would have been TCR violations in the state went undetected.64 Although she recommends caution in extrapolating these results to the national data, she estimates that sampling out may have masked an additional 3,000 to 4,000 TCR violations per year.65

The second source of under-reporting of pathogen health-based violations is systems that didn’t report at all. Self-reporting a TCR violation had significant

---

58  EPA, REPORT ON THE ENVIRONMENT, DRINKING WATER (2018), https://cfpub.epa.gov/roe/indicators. A word about nomenclature. There are over 150,000 regulated public water systems in the United States. These are systems that are required to follow the rules adopted by EPA for safe drinking water. Within that total there are about 50,000 “community” public water systems, which are public water systems that supply drinking water to the same populations year around. The remainder of the public water systems supply water to facilities like schools or offices (“non-transient non-community” public systems) or to locations used infrequently, like gas stations or campgrounds (“transient non-community” public systems). Information about Public Water Systems, EPA https://www.epa.gov/dwreginfo/information-about-public-water-systems.


61  Systems that were required to take 40 or more samples a month would be in violation if more than 5% of those samples tested positive for total coliform. See Lori Bennear et al., Sampling Out: Regulatory Avoidance and the Total Coliform Rule, 43 ENVTL. SCIENCE & TECH. NO. 14, 5176, 5177 (2009). Note that states are permitted to have more stringent state rules, and some do.

62  Under the rules, additional samples are supposed to be approved by the state regulator and should be “representative” of the system, but it does not appear that these constraints greatly limited systems’ ability to oversample.

63  Lori Bennear et al., supra note 61. This study was done in Massachusetts because of the relatively complete data it had on drinking water system compliance. Full disclosure: between 2001 and 2005 I was the Assistant Commissioner for the office in the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection that had responsibility for oversight of drinking water systems. My admittedly biased perspective is that Massachusetts had a very robust drinking water program; I think it is unlikely that Massachusetts had more sampling out than other states experienced.

64  Id. at 5181.

65  Id.
consequences for the drinking water system: among other things, they had to notify the public of the violation within 14 days. A system with a reporting violation doesn’t have to disclose that until the summary end-of-year notice to consumers. Therefore, not reporting at all had fewer serious consequences for the water supplier than reporting a health-based violation. These disproportionate incentives caused some systems to take the path of least resistance by not monitoring or not reporting in some months, rather than disclosing a health-based violation.66 According to data supplied to EPA by the states, for the period between 1997 and 2003 there were over 31,000 TCR monitoring or reporting violations each year.67 It is unknown how many TCR health-based violations might have occurred in systems that didn’t report, however, a GAO investigation found that a monitoring violation was a strong and statistically significant predictor of health-based violations.68 If you are thinking that 31,000 TCR monitoring and reporting violations revealed to EPA by states each year puts a ceiling on the total possible actual TCR health-based violations, read on.

The third reason for underreporting of TCR violations is the state not informing EPA about them.69 The rules require states to put all violation information into the national database EPA uses to assess and report on program performance.70 Nevertheless, state reporting of violations to EPA is notoriously incomplete. One assessment found that about 17% of the TCR health-based violations that the states knew about were not reported to EPA.71 And states failed to tell EPA about a stunning 71% of the monitoring and reporting violations.72 Here’s the math: states told EPA about 31,000 TCR monitoring and reporting violations per year. If that’s only 29% of the violations states knew about, then there may have been over 100,000 TCR monitoring and reporting violations a year.

“All this evidence shows that the actual number of people consuming water from drinking water systems with violations of the TCR rule was likely many multiples of the 10 million EPA reported. The TCR regulation made a number of structural

---

66 See EPA, ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR THE FINAL REVISED TOTAL COLIFORM RULE, at 4-5 (Sep. 2012), https://nepis.epa.gov/ (search in search bar for “Economic Analysis for the Final Revised Total Coliform Rule, 815R12004”) (“Low compliance with monitoring and reporting may occur if systems would rather incur a Monitoring/Reporting violation rather [sic] than risk an MCL violation by sampling.”).

67 EPA, ANALYSIS OF COMPLIANCE AND CHARACTERIZATION OF VIOLATIONS OF THE TOTAL COLIFORM RULE, supra note 60, at 17.

68 GAO, GAO 11-381, DRINKING WATER: UNRELIABLE STATE DATA LIMIT EPA’S ABILITY TO TARGET ENFORCEMENT PRIORITIES AND COMMUNICATE WATER SYSTEMS’ PERFORMANCE, at 16 (2011).

69 This is distinguished from violations that the states themselves don’t know about due to sampling out or systems not reporting violations to the state. The statistics in this paragraph are only about violations that appear in the states’ files.

70 40 CFR § 142.15(a)(1).


72 Id., at 18.
choices that contributed to the gross under-estimate of TCR violations.  1) It defined a violation as a percentage threshold and allowed systems to include in their averaging all samples taken in a month.\textsuperscript{73} That created an easy pathway for the strategic behavior of sampling out, and it appears that a substantial number of systems made use of that pathway.  2) It structured consequences so that incurring a monitoring or reporting violation was comparatively better than conceding a health-based violation. Requiring any organization to self-disclose violations creates an uncomfortable dynamic. There must be a strong counterweight, or some organizations will take the easy way out by admitting a monitoring or reporting violation rather than confessing to a pollution standards violation.  3) The third structural choice applies to drinking water rules across the board, not only TCR. Revealing violations to EPA creates hassle and intrusion and aggravation for the state, so many states would rather not. Plus, it takes time and effort to put data into the national database. Beyond the legal requirement, what’s the state’s motivation to spend time complying? Investigations have repeatedly shown that many states don’t divulge information about violations to EPA. There are virtually no consequences to states for not reporting, whereas admitting to violations is likely to bring unwanted attention.

The net effect of these structural problems is that EPA does not know how widespread TCR violations have been, except that they are many times higher than EPA was saying in its public reports. The drinking water program may be helped by the fact that many drinking water system operators know that they are engaged in a public trust and see a direct line between their choices and their own and their neighbors’ health.\textsuperscript{74} That’s an advantage, but the evidence of the TCR rule shows that it is obviously not sufficient. Rules put pressure on the regulated to do things that take time and money. Failure to do them can have negative consequences on the world of course, but also on the regulated entity and the people who run it. If the rule structure gives them an out, many will take it.

EPA recently revised the TCR rule.\textsuperscript{75} The new rule makes it much harder to know if systems are

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{73} As noted above, states are permitted to have more stringent drinking water rules, and some states prohibited using additional samples as part of the compliance determination. Lori Bennear et al., supra note 61, at 5181.

\textsuperscript{74} However, that public spirited attitude is far from universal. For example, an employee of a drinking water system in North Carolina took samples from one location, falsely claiming that they were from multiple locations within the distribution system; he pled guilty to criminal charges in 2016. See Press Release, Department of Justice U.S. Attorney’s Office Eastern District of North Carolina, Former Town of Cary Employee Pleads Guilty to Falsifying Drinking Water Sampling Results (Sept. 26, 2016), https://www.justice.gov/usao-ednc/pr/former-town-cary-employee-pleads-guilty-falsifying-drinking-water-sampling-results. Criminal charges were also brought for an employee in Illinois doing the same thing for TCR sampling. See Press Release, Department of Justice U.S. Attorney’s Office Northern District of Illinois, Former Dolton Certified Water Operator Charged With Falsifying Drinking Water Sampling Data (June 11, 2015), https://www.justice.gov/usao-nndl/pr/former-dolton-certified-water-operator-charged-falsifying-drinking-water-sampling-data. Leaders in one Chicago suburb secretly used contaminated well water in the drinking water system and lied about it to authorities and the public for over 20 years. See Press Release, Department of Justice U.S. Attorney’s Office Northern District of Illinois, Former Crestwood Water Officials Sentenced for Concealing Village’s Use of Well In Drinking Water Supply (Nov. 21, 2013), https://www.justice.gov/usao-nndl/pr/former-crestwood-water-officials-sentenced-concealing-village-s-use-well-drinking-water.

\textsuperscript{75} Since 2016 the country has been operating under the Revised Total Coliform Rule (RTCR).
\end{footnotesize}
experiencing pathogen contamination. Having 5% of samples exceed the total coliform threshold is no longer a violation. Instead, exceeding the 5% threshold triggers an obligation to conduct a self-assessment. There is only a violation if a system fails to do a self-assessment or to undertake the corrective measures it selected in its self-assessment. How does the state know if the system triggered the obligation to do a self-assessment and then did one? Systems are supposed to self-disclose violations but if they don’t, it is nearly impossible for the state to discover violations on its own. Piled on top of this already feeble compliance structure is an additional incentive not to report: systems with good compliance records can reduce the amount of sampling they must do. Any system that might be inclined to disclose a violation will think twice. Not surprisingly, almost no violations of total coliform requirements were reported by states in FY17.

3. DRINKING WATER: LEAD

As a result of the recent catastrophe in Flint Michigan, almost everyone is aware of the hazards of lead in drinking water. Ingesting high levels of lead can cause liver and kidney damage as well as brain dysfunction and behavioral disorders. Young children are particularly vulnerable. Flint – and more recently, Newark, New Jersey – have re-focused national attention on the important problem of childhood lead exposure and the reality that environmental justice communities are the most affected.

“The Lead and Copper Rule (LCR) that governs federal standards for lead in drinking water includes multiple places where compliance can go off the rails. And it often does.”

The Lead and Copper Rule (LCR) that governs federal standards for lead in drinking water includes multiple places where compliance can go off the rails. And it often does. EPA’s data say that about 10% of water systems were in violation of the LCR as of the end of 2016. Is it that bad? As this section will show, it’s actually much worse. The rule makes it easy for drinking water systems to miss elevated levels of

78  Basic Information about Lead in Drinking Water, EPA https://www.epa.gov/ground-water-and-drinking-water/basic-information-about-lead.
80  GAO, GAO-17-424, ADDitional DATA AND STATistical ANALYSIS May ENHANCE EPA’s OVERSIGHT OF tHE LEAD AND COPPER RULE, at 19 (SEPT. 2017); see also 40 C.F.R. §§ 141.80–141.91 (Lead and Copper Rule).
lead. Most of the violations that systems do admit are never reported to EPA. The incentives set up by the rule encourage unreliable monitoring and failure to report. All these dropped balls result in significant undercounting of lead rule violations. Below, I describe how rule structure creates these problems.

Lead usually isn’t in the source water; it leaches into drinking water from lead in underground pipes or fixtures in the home. The chief way to prevent that is by treating the water so that it won’t corrode the inside of the pipes. This treatment – referred to as corrosion control – is the main line of defense against lead contamination in drinking water.81

Systems are directed to find out if their corrosion control approach is working by checking for elevated lead in homes. They are supposed to check at locations of highest risk: in places with lead pipes.82 If more than 10% of the samples exceed the action level, additional requirements to address lead contamination kick in.83

Rules that direct regulated entities to select sampling sites that are most likely to reveal a violation and giving them considerable discretion in selecting locations may seem fine on the surface but actually invite bad sampling practice. Many systems don’t know where the lead pipes are, despite prior instruction to identify them, so aren’t able to follow this directive. Of course, knowing where the lead pipes are also allows the unscrupulous to avoid sampling in areas likely to produce a high reading.

These unreliable monitoring requirements are compounded by setting the action level as a percentage of samples over the threshold. A system can take additional cleaner samples, or the state can disqualify the highest readings, to bring the system below the 10% threshold.84 Whether systems deliberately obfuscate, take advantage of ambiguity in the rules, or just make sampling mistakes, the flexibility in monitoring makes it hard to know if a system has a lead contamination problem.85

---

81 EPA, EPA 816-R-10-004, LEAD AND COPPER RULE MONITORING AND REPORTING GUIDANCE FOR PUBLIC WATER SYSTEMS, at 5 (March 2010), https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi?Dockey=P1000D2P.txt. Large water systems (serving populations larger than 50,000) are almost all required to install corrosion control treatment. Medium and small systems must do so if they have elevated levels of lead. GAO, supra note 80, at 10.

82 EPA, LEAD AND COPPER RULE MONITORING AND REPORTING GUIDANCE, supra note 81, at 15; see also id. at 24–28 (illustrating how complicated the sampling requirements are, and how much discretion exists in selecting sample sites).

83 The action level is more than 10% of samples exceeding 15 parts per billion (ppb) of lead. The 15-ppb number is not a safe level of exposure to lead: the only safe level of lead is zero. The action level is intended as a system wide assessment of the effectiveness of corrosion control and is not a measure of the safety of water in an individual residence. EPA, LEAD AND COPPER RULE REVISIONS WHITE PAPER, supra note 79, at 11.

84 The Association of State Drinking Water Administrators (the body that represents state drinking water program managers) itself describes the provision that allows systems to take additional samples to get below the 10% threshold as a “loophole.” Association of State Drinking Water Administrators, Comment Letter on Long-term Revisions to the Lead and Copper Rule, at 6 (Mar. 8, 2018), https://www.asdwa.org/2018/03/08/asdwa-submits-detailed-comments-on-lead-and-copper-rule/. Many of these strategies are alleged to have occurred in Flint. See, e.g., Ron Fonger, Documents show Flint filed false reports about testing for lead in water, Mlive (Nov. 12, 2015) (Flint incorrectly claimed in reports to the state that it only tested tap water from homes with lead pipes); Mark Brush, Expert says Michigan officials changed a Flint lead report to avoid federal action, MICHIGAN RADIO NPR (Nov. 5, 2015) (the State disqualified two samples submitted by Flint, pulling the city below the action level for lead).

85 GAO, UNRELIABLE STATE DATA LIMIT EPA’S ABILITY TO TARGET ENFORCEMENT
Having created pathways to avoid discovering high lead levels, the rule then adds powerful incentives to use them. Once a system exceeds the lead action level, the rule requires an escalating series of measures to fix the problem. Failing to take those steps is a violation. Each of the required actions costs money and ratchets up public scrutiny. If the problem continues, the drinking water provider must excavate and replace the lead pipes, which can be expensive. Once a system steps on the conveyor belt that starts with exceeding the action level, it might never get off. Fear of what could happen next creates significant pressure to avoid that position. And exceeding the action level doesn’t just bring negative consequences, it also puts some benefits out of reach: systems that report being below the action level for a year can reduce monitoring and thereby save money. Strong incentives to avoid finding a problem coupled with lots of ways to accomplish that are a dangerous combination.

Despite all these off-ramps, many systems report that they are in violation. There are “health-based” violations: a system discovers lead above the action level and fails to take the mandatory steps to fix the problem. There are monitoring and reporting violations: a system doesn’t sample or samples incorrectly or fails to file the required reports. Health-based violations are obviously concerning but monitoring and reporting violations can be just as serious. If a system violates the law by not sampling, or not telling the state what’s going on, serious health issues can be occurring that no one knows about. A GAO study found that monitoring violations were a strong and statistically significant predictor of whether a system had a health-based violation.

What does the official record show regarding violations of the lead rule? EPA’s data say that at least 6,567 – about 10% – of public water systems had nearly 13,000 violations of the LCR as of December 2016. A 2016 study by NRDC looking at EPA’s data on community water systems found LCR violations at more than 5,300 community systems serving over 18 million people. That’s not good,
but is it the outer boundary of the LCR compliance problem? Sadly, it’s nowhere near that. An EPA review discovered that states only told EPA about 8% of the LCR health-based violations. Eight percent. EPA’s investigation also found that states failed to tell EPA about 71% of the monitoring and reporting violations. A GAO analysis of community systems uncovered even bigger problems, finding that states didn’t disclose 84% of the monitoring violations. This is a reporting system in full failure mode.

States are required to tell EPA about violations, but obviously they are seldom doing that. Whatever the reasons, the fact is that the national data about violations of lead standards are grossly understated. EPA continues to issue national reports relying on what it knows is deeply flawed information because that is the only information it has.

The actual number of people potentially affected by lead rule violations is unknown, but it is many times the 18 million people suggested in EPA’s official database. Just as with TCR, rule design is the reason: many ways to prevent violations from being discovered, incentives that motivate systems to steer around rule requirements, state failure to report violations to EPA, and almost no way to discover what’s really going on.

4. AIR POLLUTION: NEW SOURCE REVIEW FOR COAL-FIRED POWER PLANTS

The 1970 Clean Air Act announced a new day for environmental protection. Congress stated firmly and clearly that it expected to cut the air pollution choking the nation. Congress envisioned a two-part strategy for major stationary sources: EPA would set tough technology-based standards for all new plants in listed categories (called “New Source Protection Standards” or NSPS), and states would impose controls on all existing plants within their borders as necessary to achieve ambient air quality standards established by EPA.

97 EPA has recently proposed amendments to the LCR. See National Primary Drinking Water Regulations: Proposed Lead and Copper Rule Revisions, 84 Fed. Reg. 61,684 (Nov. 13, 2019). This proposal attempts to close some of the LCR loopholes and includes some interesting Next Gen strategies, e.g., treating all service lines as containing lead unless shown otherwise. However, the proposal would ratchet up the pressure on systems to avoid going over the action level (or the new “trigger level”) while obscuring violations behind newly introduced complexity. Depending on states to report lead violations to EPA has not worked; this gigantic hole in the foundation will only get worse as additional burdens are piled on underfunded states and the incentives to avoid reporting increase.

Allowing existing plants to have less stringent standards than new plants is commonly referred to as “grandfathering.” But the Clean Air Act also set up a transition: as existing sources were replaced or modified, they too would be subject to the federal NSPS standard. In this way Congress envisioned that the existing stock of polluting sources would gradually be cleaned up as they were modernized or replaced.

Harmful emissions from the nation’s coal-fired power plants was very much on Congress’ mind when legislating for clean air. Coal-fired power plants were among the largest sources of SO₂, particulate matter (PM), and oxides of nitrogen (NOₓ), major contributors to a wide variety of serious diseases.

In 1977, Congress established permit requirements for major new and modified existing sources. Before a major new source of pollution could be built, or an existing source modified, it had to obtain a permit that would impose tough pollution limits. These permits were known as New Source Review, or NSR, permits. New or modified coal-fired power plants were one of the categories of facilities that needed such preconstruction permits.

Whether a source was being “modified” and therefore had to go through NSR and install modern controls was a case-by-case determination that was fiercely contested. Sources claimed that their changes should be classified as “routine maintenance, repair and replacement” and thus exempt from NSR. Facilities argued that the emissions resulting from plant changes didn’t trigger NSR and fought over the way to calculate emissions and whether government can challenge the accuracy
of the calculations. Industry attacked the regulations in both the political arena and in the courts. Different EPA administrations changed the regulations, courts struck them down, and EPA changed them again. \(^{105}\)

What didn’t change was the case-by-case determination that was very complicated and deeply fact intensive. \(^{106}\) The rules also stipulated that, in the first instance, companies themselves decided whether they had “modified” their facilities, and they didn’t have to inform government of their decision. \(^{107}\) If a company thought it shouldn’t have to or didn’t want to go through NSR, it just did the renovation project and didn’t apply for NSR approval.

So far this might seem like normal regulatory tussles. Congress passes a law with a clear directive and leaves it to the agency to figure out the details. Regulated parties try to get the best definition of details that they can. And everyone wrestles over the rules as government and the regulated industries gain experience with applying the rules to specific instances.

Here’s where coal-fired power was different: the costs of compliance. The technologies to control SO\(_2\), PM, and NOx were established and known. For example, scrubbers to remove SO\(_2\) cut pollution by 95%. \(^{108}\) The benefits of modern controls were huge, but the controls were also very expensive. Compliance costs of hundreds of millions to over a billion dollars were not unusual. \(^{109}\)

It is easy to predict what happened next. Whether the rule applied was extremely complicated and subject to a highly technical debate. The complexity of the rules and the flexibility inherent in the case-by-case decision-making created an opening for utilities to argue – speciously in many cases – that they weren’t sure whether the modifications they undertook were subject to NSR. \(^{110}\) And company decisions about NSR were invisible to government; only an extensive investigation could reveal a violation. \(^{111}\) EPA might never catch them, but if companies were caught, they

---

105 For a history of the long regulatory battle over NSR see McGarity, supra note 98; Nash & Revesz, supra note 98; Barcott, supra note 102.

106 McGarity, supra note 98, at 1217–1228; GAO, GAO-12-590, EPA NEEDS BETTER INFORMATION ON NEW SOURCE REVIEW PERMITS, at 12–16 (June 2012).

107 See McGarity, supra note 98, at 1226. Not only did the rules allow the company to make the NSR applicability decision, they didn’t even require the company to keep records of the changes to the plant or the resulting emissions. GAO, EPA NEEDS BETTER INFORMATION ON NEW SOURCE REVIEW PERMITS, supra note 106, at 16-17 (June 2012); McGarity, supra note 98, at 1253–54.

108 See Barcott, supra note 102.

109 Just to give an idea of the scale of costs we are talking about, here are the amounts that some coal fired utilities spent to come into compliance with NSR after litigation with EPA, in non-inflation adjusted numbers: $1.2 billion (Virginia Electric and Power Company, 2003), $600 million (Wisconsin Electric Power Company, 2003), $400 million (South Carolina Public Service Authority, 2004), $500 million (Illinois Power Company and Dynegy Midwest Generation, 2006), $650 million (East Kentucky Power Cooperative, 2007), $4.6 billion (American Electric Power Service Corporation, 2007), $1.1 billion (Ohio Edison Company, 2009), $500 million (Weststar Energy, 2010), $3-5 billion (Tennessee Valley Authority, 2011), $1 billion (Wisconsin Power and Light, 2013), $1 billion (Consumer’s Energy, 2014). For a partial listing of settlements with links to information about each case see Coal-Fired Power Plant Enforcement, EPA, https://www.epa.gov/enforcement/coal-fired-power-plant-enforcement (last visited Dec. 9, 2019).

110 See McGarity, supra note 98, at 1279, 1286 (citing evidence that many plants knew their projects should have triggered NSR).

could begin time-consuming litigation, after which they probably would have to install the controls. In the meantime, they would save tens, if not hundreds, of millions of dollars by dragging out their compliance obligation. Penalties, which are intended to prevent exactly this kind of thinking by recovering the economic benefit of violating, weren’t going to work this time. EPA had never imposed hundreds of millions in penalties against individual stationary source violators, and probably wasn’t going to get a federal court to do that now.

The list of companies EPA eventually sued shows how common NSR violations were for coal-fired power plants. It’s the “who’s who” of coal-fired electric utilities and includes over 70% of the top 25 coal companies. The evidence that emerged in investigations showed that what happened is exactly what should have been predicted: many of the nation’s largest power companies had engaged in significant renovations without undergoing NSR. Companies hid behind what they claimed were ambiguities in the regulations to avoid complying. They learned that if you don’t want the answer, just don’t ask. They were advised to dress up big plant overhauls as routine maintenance. They knew that it would take EPA years and reams of documents and many experts to catch the violators. And the list of violators was long, so that would also slow EPA down. Meanwhile, pollution controls for the nation’s largest sources of air pollution would either be years delayed or avoided altogether.

Seeing that the violations were causing huge health impacts and that neither new rules nor general deterrence were going to ride to the rescue, EPA enforcers made a decision. They would go after the violators one at a time. They would do the investigations and when they found violators, they would ask federal judges to order the plants to install the controls, as the rules required. The effort would be enormous, and EPA wouldn’t win every case, but the health impacts were too overwhelming to ignore. And thus did armies of lawyers end up fighting over modified: yes or no? The resulting enforcement dominated the docket at EPA and also DOJ for the next two decades. But it generated

---
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correspondingly huge benefits for public health. The battle isn’t over, and there are still violators and important cases not resolved, but many more coal-fired power plants have modern pollution controls today.

There is an expression that the exception proves the rule. That’s true here. It is exceedingly rare that states or EPA have the time to individually sue nearly every regulated source. This brute force method of obtaining compliance doesn’t make sense except in the unusual circumstance where the benefits to be gained are enormous and the number of identifiable sources is small (enough). Ultimately EPA got what Congress wanted. One at a time was the right decision. But it took two decades (and counting) and an incredible amount of government resources. That is not practical, or even possible, for the vast majority of pollution compliance problems. And while in limited instances EPA can succeed eventually, the health benefits of the rules will be delayed as EPA slogs it out in court.

One more issue makes NSR an unusual case for thinking about regulatory structure. EPA was beset from within during much of the period after the Clean Air Act was passed. Changes in administrations brought in EPA leadership that was hostile to the idea of controls on coal-fired power. Again and again EPA political leadership attempted to change the rules to eviscerate NSR and give utilities a safe harbor (they actually called it that!) from Congress’ directive to clean the air. The same thing is aggressively happening today. Not only did EPA enforcers confront the problem of violators trying to get by them, they were being tackled from behind by their own team.

Most of the regulations discussed in this series are included to illustrate how we might learn to

118 Coal-Fired Power Plants, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, https://www.justice.gov/enrd/coal-fired-power-plants (last updated May 14, 2015) (“As of the end of 2014, we had filed over thirty civil enforcement actions, and entered into 28 judicial settlements requiring installation and operation of billions of dollars in pollution controls that will remove over 2.3 million tons per year of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides from the air.”); see also McGarity, supra note 98, at 1290.
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prevent widespread noncompliance. I recognize that regulations intended to give the regulated a way out are in a different category. For them, noncompliance is a feature, not a bug. But we can still understand from those examples what types of regulations make violations more likely.

What can we learn from the coal-fired utility NSR experience?

Next Gen thinking needs to apply to grandfathering in legislation too. There are strong arguments against protecting existing sources from pollution rules. Congress didn’t protect existing sources when it passed the Clean Water Act, showing that it isn’t always a political necessity. If Congress decides to include grandfathering, it likely will be because regulated sources have pushed back hard. That means that existing sources have demonstrated their strong interest in looking for ways to avoid or delay meeting the new requirements. This is exactly when a strong countervailing pressure is needed, as the examples in this series of articles demonstrate. One option is for laws to include a specific expiration date for all grandfather provisions. There may be other strategies too. But grandfathering when large amounts of money are at stake, then not adopting regulations that cut off firms’ ability to resist pollution control upgrades, is likely to result in major violations and delay turnover from old polluting plants to modernized and cleaner plants.

As described in the introduction to these articles, coal-fired NSR was the perfect storm of regulatory structure problems. Compliance was expensive so the pressure to evade was strong. And opportunities to evade were everywhere. The rules were very complicated, with many exceptions and exemptions and complex calculations and applications of judgment. All of this was applied case-by-case, so each decision was unique with its own factual complexity. In addition, companies made the choice to comply or not in near complete privacy. Violations would only be found by aggressive and lengthy investigations involving accountants and a wide variety of other specialists. Everyone knew that enforcers would have a tough time finding violators, and even when caught, most companies would pay less in fines than they saved by violating. Looked at in this light, the ensuing extensive violations seem not just likely but inevitable.

Once again, states had the authority and the public health imperative to solve this problem, but they didn’t. Some states took strong action – especially against plants located in other states – but
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overall, state regulators didn’t take on the biggest polluters. In fact, they allowed sources causing local pollution problems to build high stacks to send the pollution to downwind communities. It is helpful to remember these examples when legislators or regulators get too romantic about the idea that states can be counted on to solve tough pollution problems on their own.

“Coal-fired NSR was the perfect storm of regulatory structure problems.”

Many companies violate. Wake up and smell the coffee. All things equal, would companies prefer to comply than to violate? Certainly. But all things are never equal. When government, for solid public policy reasons, requires companies to spend significant money to achieve a public health objective, some, if not most companies will look for a way out. Regulations that have little countervailing pressure and enough of a gray zone around compliance will result in extensive violations. When responsible companies see that violations are rampant, they will understandably question why they should suffer competitive disadvantage from doing the right thing. Ultimately the public bears the brunt of the noncompliance impacts. Regulations shouldn’t create the situation where a choice to violate seems like a viable idea. The Acid Rain Program worked well not because it was a market program, but because it created a regulatory box so tight that compliance was the only way out. NSR is the opposite of a tight box.

Conclusion

Tolstoy famously said, “All happy families are alike; each unhappy family is unhappy in its own way.” So it is with environmental rules. If they work, it’s because all the pieces fit together into a complete whole, resulting in good compliance that brings about the desired action in the real world. But if heavy force is applied to a rule that isn’t resilient to that pressure, or a key piece is missing, collapse in compliance inevitably follows. Each poorly designed rule can collapse in a different way. But the lack of structural integrity eventually reveals itself in large numbers of violations.

The rules with excellent compliance records highlighted above were adopted under very different legal regimes and address very different types of compliance obligations. They use different strategies:
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performance standards, markets, requirements that apply equally to everyone. One rule is quite short, while the others are technically complex with extensive details on what is required and how it should be done.

They have one thing in common however: their solution is simple, even though the underlying problem is complex. They make the most of advanced monitoring, electronic reporting, and data analytics. They rely on transparency to put pressure on the regulated and make the system operate smoothly. They use the power of uniform commands to overcome political and practical barriers. They make compliance more attractive than noncompliance. Their excellent compliance outcomes were achieved without the need for extensive enforcement pressure. In short, they meet the Next Gen principles for rules with compliance built in.

The programs with dismal compliance records also have some common lessons. A rule with a “hope for the best” compliance theory is doomed. Compliance must be designed in, not assumed. Much can be learned about a rule’s weaknesses by hypothetically asking: if regulated parties want to avoid complying, how would they do that? This isn’t a moral question, it’s a practical one, like observing that water flows downhill. If the rule asks for water to flow uphill, but leaves the downhill path open, guess what?
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